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Friday, 11 January 2019

C O M I N G  E V E N T S

The Beacon School
A Filipino Community IB World School

The Beacon Inquirer

Tue, 15 Jan G3 First Reconciliation
Fri, 18 Jan Term 2 Recital: Session 1, 3:30 pm, Auditorium
Mon, 21 Jan Teachers Professional Development, No Classes
Tue, 22 Jan G6 GABES Interaction
Wed, 23 Jan Manila Japanese School Visits Beacon

Fri, 25 Jan Field Day, 8:00 am, please see details on page 2
Wed, 30 Jan G7 Storytelling at GABES
Fri, 1 Feb Term 2 Recital: Session 2, K-2 Students=2:30 pm,  
    G3-8= 3:30 pm, Auditorium
Tue, 5 Feb Chinese New Year

 to our G5 students on their Passion Projects.  Through this unit, they have well 
demonstrated the power of the foundational elements of the PYP: agency, self-efficacy, and self-awareness in 
setting and reaching challenging goals.  They have learned patience, perseverance, time management, and 
the courage and skill to share what is very important to them with those closest to them.
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We look forward to seeing you at Field Day, Friday, 25th January, at Beacon School, Taguig to 
celebrate the founding of our school! 

If you haven't already, please sign up here. 

Registration opens at 7:30 am and the opening activities begin at 8:00 am at the MPG.  Please 
proceed to the MPG using the outdoor covered pathway after registration.

Games will be held at the Gym, Field and MPG. A detailed program with activities and venues will be 
sent closer to Field Day.

Students should wear their house shirts and navy blue jogging/yoga pants.  To add to the festive 
spirit, parents may also come wearing house colors.

Arrival and Dismissal
Please proceed to the registration tent (located near the gym and playground) when you arrive. Student 
attendance will be taken at this time.

Students will be dismissed immediately following the concluding remarks between 12 and 12:30 pm. 
 
Snacks/Refreshment
BPA has prepared snacks and refreshments for students and parents, which will be served at the 
Auditorium foyer. Guests may also take part in the buffet if they have registered and paid prior to Field Day.

Boxed lunches can be picked up at the Registration area starting at 9:00 am.  Please bring the stub 
provided after boxed lunches have been paid for.

Things to Bring
Each person attending Field Day should bring their own water bottle.  Water coolers will be available 
throughout the campus.  Please also bring an extra shirt, cap, sunblock, bug repellent. 

There will be limited space in the gym to store/leave items brought for Field Day.  Please ensure all items fit 
inside a bag and that the bag remains with you throughout the day.  We discourage bringing valuable items 
to the event.  While we will have school security guards on duty, their focus will be on student safety.  The 
school will not responsible for loss, damage or theft of items brought to Field Day.

Parking and Waiting Areas 
There will be limited parking available in our parking lot, with priority given to parent-driven vehicles.  
Guards will be on duty to guide traffic. 

To those for whom it is possible, to reduce congestion in the parking area, we would appreciate it if your 
driver could drop you off and pick you up after the event. 

There will be tents in the parking area for drivers and bodyguards.  Unless you have registered them as the 
main guardian during the event, they will be asked to wait in the waiting area. 

First Aid Stations and Emergency
Nurses will be stationed at the Gym, MPG to deliver first aid.  There will also be an ambulance on standby 
in case of emergency.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeAtcaOhmUpMqj4Y43NXale54h7b3hokDeLcL6qxpE2M0JlYA/viewform
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 Student Learning at Beacon School 
Excerpts from the following IB publication make explicit the beliefs that Beacon School teachers hold in our approach 
to fostering student learning which includes the importance of developing student agency and self-efficacy.  These 
help promote students to become self-aware and lifelong learners, able to set and work toward meaningful and 
significant goals, to reflect on themselves as learners, and to become active contributors within their communities.  

Summary
• Students have voice, choice and ownership for their own learning.
• When students’ have agency, the relationship between the teacher and students becomes a partnership.
• Students with a strong sense of self-efficacy bring a stronger sense of agency to the learning community.
• The learning community supports agency and fosters self-efficacy.

Our understanding
Our understanding of the learner is the foundation of our approach to learning and teaching.  Children inquire, 
question, wonder and theorize about themselves, others and the world around them.  They are keen observers and 
explorers.  Through their experiences and interactions, they naturally develop intricate, multi-layered perceptions and 
understandings.  Throughout the PYP, a student is an agent for their own and others’ learning through the concept of 
learner agency.  Learner agency is connected to a student’s belief in their ability to succeed (self-efficacy).

Agency
Conceptualized by Bandura in social cognitive theory, agency “enable[s] people to play a part in their self-
development, adaptation, and self-renewal with changing times” (Bandura 2001).

PYP students with agency use their own initiative and will, and take responsibility and ownership of their learning. 
They direct their learning with a strong sense of identity and self-belief, and in conjunction with others, thereby building 
a sense of community and awareness of the opinions, values and needs of others.

Self-efficacy
Efficacy refers to an individual’s belief in their “capabilities to organize and execute the courses of action required to 
produce given attainments” (Bandura 1997).  This belief is integrally connected to agency because the stronger the 
sense of self-efficacy, the greater likelihood that the individual will exercise agency (Bandura 1997).  Self-efficacy 
influences the choices students are confident in making, which, in turn, influences the degree of ownership and impact 
they have in their lives.

When teachers acknowledge learner agency and the importance of self-efficacy, students become partners in the 
learning process.  In this partnership, teachers work alongside students, meet with small groups and individuals as 
needed, and monitor learning and provide feedback.

Students demonstrate agency when they:
• influence and direct their own learning
• make choices
• voice opinions
• ask questions and express wonderings
• communicate understandings
• construct new meanings
• participate in and contribute to the learning community.

Agency and the learning community
The learning community recognizes that agency and self-efficacy are fundamental to learning.  A learning community 
that supports agency offers opportunities for students to develop important skills and dispositions, such as critical 
and creative thinking, perseverance, independence and confidence.  These are vital to the learning process and the 
development of self-efficacy.  The learning community further offers students multiple opportunities to experience the 
impact of their choices and opinions, which support their evolving perceptions of their identity.  In return, students with 
a stronger sense of self-efficacy bring a stronger sense of agency to the learning community.

A school with a focus on agency considers its perceptions of how children learn, children’s capabilities and the 
overall value of childhood.  When teachers consider their beliefs around children’s identities and rights, they are 
examining personal beliefs, theories, cultural backgrounds and values.  For example, the teachers’ beliefs and 
values will influence their choices of how to allocate time, how to set up learning spaces, choose and arrange 
materials and foster relationships within the classroom and the broader community.

Source: From the IB Primary Years Programme publication, "The Learner," October 2018.
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Guidance:

A guide to more confident, consistent and effective parenting

One of the biggest challenges parents face is managing difficult or defiant behavior 
on the part of children. Whether they’re refusing to put on their shoes, or throwing 
full-blown tantrums, you can find yourself at a loss for an effective way to respond.

For parents at their wits end, behavioral therapy techniques can provide a roadmap 
to calmer, more consistent ways to manage problem behaviors problems and offers 
a chance to help children develop gain the developmental skills they need to regulate 
their own behaviors.

ABC’s of behavior management at home
To understand and respond effectively to problematic behavior, you have to think about what came before it, as 
well as what comes after it. There are three important aspects to any given behavior:

�  Antecedents: Preceding factors that make a behavior more or less likely to occur. Another, more familiar 
term for this is triggers. Learning and anticipating antecedents is an extremely helpful tool in preventing 
misbehavior.

�  Behaviors: The specific actions you are trying to encourage or discourage.

�  Consequences: The results that naturally or logically follow a behavior. Consequences — positive or 
negative — affect the likelihood of a behavior recurring. And the more immediate the consequence, the 
more powerful it is.

Define behaviors
“The first step in a good behavior management plan is to identify target behaviors.”

The first step in a good behavior management plan is to identify target behaviors. These behaviors should 
be specific (so everyone is clear on what is expected), observable, and measurable (so everyone can agree 
whether or not the behavior happened).

An example of poorly defined behavior is “acting up,” or “being good.” A well-defined behavior would be running 
around the room (bad) or starting homework on time (good).

Antecedents, the good and the bad
Antecedents come in many forms. Some prop up bad behavior, others are helpful tools that help parents 
manage potentially problematic behaviors before they begin and bolster good behavior.

Antecedents to AVOID:
�  Assuming expectations are understood: Don’t assume kids know what is expected of them — spell it 

out! Demands change from situation to situation and when children are unsure of what they are supposed 
to be doing, they’re more likely to misbehave.

�  Calling things out from a distance: Be sure to tell children important instructions face-to-face. Things 
yelled from a distance are less likely to be remembered and understood.

�  Transitioning without warning: Transitions can be hard for kids, especially in the middle of something 
they are enjoying. Having warning gives children the chance to find a good stopping place for an activity 
and makes the transition less fraught.

�  Asking rapid-fire questions, or giving a series of instructions: Delivering a series of questions or 
instructions at children limits the likelihood that they will hear, answer questions, remember the tasks, and 
do what they’ve been instructed to do.

http://childmind.org/article/behavioral-treatments-at-a-glance/
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Antecedents to EMBRACE:
Here are some antecedents that can bolster good behavior:
�  Be aware of the situation: Consider and manage environmental and emotional factors 

— hunger, fatigue, anxiety or distractions can all make it much more difficult for children to 
reign in their behavior.

�  Adjust the environment: When it’s homework time, for instance, remove distractions like 
video screens and toys, provide a snacks, establish an organized place for kids to work 
and make sure to schedule some breaks — attention isn’t infinite.

�  Make expectations clear: You’ll get better cooperation if both you and your child are 
clear on what’s expected. Sit down with him and present the information verbally. Even 
if he “should” know what is expected, clarifying expectations at the outset of a task helps 
head off misunderstandings down the line.

�  Provide countdowns for transitions: Whenever possible, prepare children for an upcoming transition. 
Let them know when there are, say, 10 minutes remaining before they must come to dinner or start their 
homework. Then, remind them, when there are say, 2 minutes, left. Just as important as issuing the 
countdown is actually making the transition at the stated time.

�  Let kids have a choice: As kids grow up, it’s important they have a say in their own scheduling. Giving 
a structured choice — “Do you want to take a shower after dinner or before?” — can help them feel 
empowered and encourage them to become more self-regulating.

Creating effective consequences
Not all consequences are created equal. Some are an excellent way to create structure and help kids 
understand the difference between acceptable behaviors and unacceptable behaviors while others have the 
potential to do more harm than good. As a parent having a strong understanding of how to intelligently and 
consistently use consequences can make all the difference.

Consequences to AVOID
�  Giving negative attention: Children value attention from the important adults in their life so much that 

any attention  — positive or negative — is better than none. Negative attention, such as raising your 
voice or spanking — actually increases bad behavior over time. Also, responding to behaviors with 
criticism or yelling adversely affects children’s self-esteem.

�  Delayed consequences: The most effective consequences are immediate. Every moment that passes 
after a behavior, your child is less likely to link her behavior to the consequence. It becomes punishing 
for the sake of punishing, and it’s much less likely to actually change the behavior.

�  Disproportionate consequences: Parents understandably get very frustrated. At times, they may be 
so frustrated that they overreact. A huge consequence can be demoralizing for children and they may 
give up even trying to behave.

�  Positive consequences: When a child dawdles instead of putting on his shoes or picking up his blocks 
and, in frustration, you do it for him, you’re increasing the likelihood that he will dawdle again next time.

EFFECTIVE consequences:
Consequences that are more effective begin with generous attention to the behaviors you want to encourage.

�  Positive attention for positive behaviors: Giving your child positive reinforcement for being good 
helps maintain the ongoing good behavior. Positive attention enhances the quality of the relationship, 
improves self-esteem, and feels good for everyone involved. Positive attention to brave behavior can 
also help attenuate anxiety, and help kids become more receptive to instructions and limit-setting.

�  Ignoring actively: This should used ONLY with minor misbehaviors — NOT aggression and NOT very 
destructive behavior. Active ignoring involves the deliberate withdrawal of attention when a child starts to 
misbehave — as you ignore, you wait for positive behavior to resume. You want to give positive attention 
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as soon as the desired behavior starts. By withholding your attention until 
you get positive behavior you are teaching your child what behavior gets you 
to engage.

�  Reward menus: Rewards are a tangible way to give children positive 
feedback for desired behaviors. A reward is something a child earns, an 
acknowledgement that she’s doing something that’s difficult for her. Rewards 
are most effective as motivators when the child can choose from a variety 
of things: extra time on the iPad, a special treat, etc. This offers the child 
agency and reduces the possibility of a reward losing its appeal over time. Rewards should be linked to 
specific behaviors and always delivered consistently.

�  Time outs: Time outs are one of the most effective consequences parents can use but also one of the 
hardest to do correctly. Here’s a quick guide to effective time out strategies.

�  Be clear: Establish which behaviors will result in time outs. When a child exhibits that behavior, make 
sure the corresponding time out is relatively brief and immediately follows a negative behavior.

�  Be consistent: Randomly administering time outs when you’re feeling frustrated undermines the 
system and makes it harder for the child to connect behaviors with consequences.

�  Set rules and follow them: During a time out, there should be no talking to the child until you are 
ending the time out. Time out should end only once the child has been calm and quiet briefly so they 
learn to associate the end of time out with this desired behavior.

�  Return to the task: If time out was issued for not complying with a task, once it ends the child should 
be instructed to complete the original task. This way, kids won’t begin to see time outs as an escape 
strategy.

By bringing practicing behavioral tools management at home, parents can make it a much more peaceful place 
to be.

Source:  “Managing Problem Behavior at Home.” Child Mind Institute, Child Mind Institute, childmind.org/article/
managing-problem-behavior-at-home/ Accessed: March 19, 2018.

 
 
 

 

http://childmind.org/article/how-to-make-time-outs-work/
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Alumni News 
We are proud to share the work of Beacon alumnus, Alexis L. (Class 2014-2015), who 
continues to live out Beacon’s mission to be an engaged citizen and agent of change for 
the betterment of society.

More about Alexis’ work with children at the White Cross Orphanage can be found here.

TERM 2 
RECITAL

    SEE  YOU IN THE     
     AUDITORIUM!

 

 TO THE FOLLOWING WHO CONTRIBUTED TO THIS ISSUE: 

Michelle Dizon,  Princess Galicia, Coach Ricky and IT Office

https://lifestyle.inquirer.net/318943/alexis-white-cross-christmas/
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